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The complexation of polymeric materials can be an alternative to trapping oil in a physical

network for formulating foods with reduced saturated fat content. In this research, we

have evaluated the use of different polymer ratios of Sodium Alginate (ALG), Carrageenan

predominance iota (CR1) and Carrageenan predominance kappa (CR2) complexed with

Chitosan (CHI) at a fixed polymer concentration (2% w/v) to formulate complex hydrogels

and assess their oil holding capacity. The objective was to determine the polymer ratios

of CHI to anionic polysaccharides (75:25, 50:50, and 25:75), determining the oil retention

capacity in different ratios, and how this can affect the stability, microstructure and

rheology of to produce low saturated chocolate with trapped canola oil. The stability

of the hydrogels was characterized, considering the water retention and retention of

canola oil in polysaccharides complexes. The more stable system was the hydrogel

CHI:CR2 in a polymer ratio of 25:75. This formulation, when added of 20% of canola

oil presented an apparent viscosity of 0.631Pa.s at 300 s−1, and its use as replacer

of saturated fat allowed the production of dark chocolate with 16% reduction in fat

content and 80% of added cocoa butter. Stability studies showed that polysaccharides

complexes network can retain the edible oil in chocolate formulation for 60 days. It has

been proven that polysaccharides complexes can be incorporated to partially replace

the fatty phase in chocolates without considerable changes in relevant characteristics as

consumer acceptance evaluated by sensory tests and rheological properties.

Keywords: canola oil, polymer network, polysaccharide, alginate, carrageenan, structured oil

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, food scientists have made a great effort to obtain fat substitutes with potential
applications in foods due to consumers’ interest in finding healthier options. Some of these efforts
have involved the substitution of trans and saturated fats for polyunsaturated oils using different
kinds of structurants. Recently, the use of carbohydrate-based systems as fat substitutes have
been studied because hydrocolloids are widely used in the food industry and have demonstrated
satisfactory results. For example, the inulin was used as a carbohydrate-based fat replacer, with good
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fat imitating properties when combined with water due to
the ability to form a gel (O’Brien et al., 2003). In chocolate
formulations, Skelhon et al. (2013) reduced the product’s fat
content replacing 50% cocoa butter content with 2% agar
microgels (containing 20% of sunflower oil).

The combined use of different polysaccharides can also be
an interesting alternative as fat substitutes. They can provide
improved functional properties over individual polymers. Some
examples were presented by Rather et al. (2015, 2016) and
Alnemr et al. (2016), who made blends of some food-grade
polysaccharides, such as guar, xanthan, locust, and kappa-
carrageen gum to partially replace saturated fat in different food
products. They explored the synergism between polysaccharides
as an alternative to formulate new fat substitutes. With the
use of chitosan, electrostatic interaction between different
polysaccharides could be also explored in this kind of application.

Chitosan (CHI) is a cationic polysaccharide that can function
as dietary fiber with hypocholesterolemic effects and reduce
lipid absorption and increase cholesterol elimination (Maezaki
et al., 1993; Gallaher et al., 2002). The complexation of chitosan
with anionic polymers and its interaction with lipid matrices
have already been evaluated by Rabelo et al. (2018, 2019). In
these works, the optimal conditions for polymeric complexation
were obtained, showing that even at low temperatures and in
concentrations where pure polymers do not gel, CHI complexes
with ALG and CRG could form structured polymeric networks. It
has also been observed that CHI, at higher temperatures, exposes
hydrophobic groups that entrap the lipids, preventing or at least
reducing their expulsion in formulations with lipid particles.

The use of polymeric complexes and complex hydrogels
obtained from the complexation of chitosan with alginates and
carrageenans were also investigated by other authors (Goycoolea
et al., 2000; Espinosa-Andrews et al., 2007, 2010, 2013; Sæther
et al., 2008; Volod’ko et al., 2012, 2014, 2016; Kulig et al., 2016,
2017; Afzal et al., 2018). However, none of these works has
evaluated the use of these complexes as fat substitutes in dark
chocolate formulations, which is the purpose of this study.

The chocolate application was proposed because there is a
need to find innovative technological solutions to establish a
chocolate formulation with low saturated fat content, keeping
adequate fractions of solid volume and flow properties. For this
purpose, the influence of the polymer ratio of biopolymers in the
reticulation degree of the polymer network, the retention of oil
in the polysaccharides complexes without emulsifying properties,
the microstructure, stability and rheological properties of the
formulated chocolates were studied, leading to interesting to
formulate dark chocolate with 80% less cocoa fat added.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Material
Sodium Alginate (ALG, Grindsted Alginate FD 175) was donated
by Danisco Brazil Ltda (Pirapozinho, SP, Brazil), Carrageenans
(CR1 predominance iota and CR2 predominance kappa) were
donated by Alibra Ingredientes Ltda (Campinas, SP, Brazil), and
Chitosan (CHI, Deacetylation degree of 85%) was purchased
from Sigma Aldrich Inc. (USA). Soy Lecithin (Bunge Alimentos

S.A., Gaspar-SC, Brazil), Acetic Acid (Dinâmica, Química
Contemporânea Ltda, Campinas, SP, Brazil), and Canola oil (CO,
Vitaliv R©, ADM do Brazil Ltda, Brazil) were purchased from
industries located in Brazil. All experiments were performed with
Milli-Q water (Milli-Q system, Millipore, USA); other reagents
were of analytical grade. Themolecular weight and polydispersity
of Sodium Alginate (7.83 × 104 g/mol, 1.18) and Chitosan (1.51
× 105 g/mol, 1.44) were obtained from the previous study carried
out by Rabelo et al. (2019).

Formulation of Complex Hydrogels and
Addition of Canola Oil
Aqueous Dispersion Preparation
Polymeric dispersions were prepared at a polymer concentration
of 2.0% (w/v) in water, except for CHI, which was dispersed
in acetic acid solution (2% v/v). Then, the dispersions were
heated up to 60◦C and stirred for 30min to obtain a clear
and homogeneous solution. After preparation, all solutions were
stirred overnight (300 rpm) at room temperature for 12 h to
ensure complete hydration of the biopolymers. Before use,
the pH of all the solutions was adjusted to 3.5, where both
polysaccharides are protonated. All experiments were conducted
at low ionic strength, to favor the polymer complexation.

Complex Hydrogel Preparation
CHI solutions were prepared and mixed with CR1, CR2, or
ALG solutions to obtaining CHI:polysaccharide ratios of 25:75,
50:50, and 75:25 (w/w). All samples were homogenized for 10min
at 18,000 rpm using an UltraTurrax IKA R© T18B (IKA-Werke
GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) equipped with a dispersing rotor
S18N-19G. Then, the drying of the samples was carried out in a
heating oven (ORION 515, FANEM, São Paulo, Brazil) at 70◦C
for 48 h. The drying process was monitored by weight loss along
time and stopped when the sample reached a moisture content of
25% (on dry basis).

Addition of Oil
The process of oil addition to hydrogels formulation is presented
in Figure 1. Initially, the solutions of CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1 and
CHI:CR2 complexes were heated at 80◦C using a jacketed beaker
connected to a bath MA 126/BD (Marconi Ltda, Brazil) to
reduce the viscosity and improve mixing with oil (canola oil)
to obtain appropriate ratios of 80:20, 50:50, and 20:80 oil/dry
hydrogel (w/w). After that, the canola oil with 1% lecithin (final
formulation weight) was added gradually and homogenized for
2min at 18,000 rpm using a UltraTurrax IKA R© T18B (IKA-
Werke GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). Finally, the samples were
stored in a refrigerated chamber at 25◦C for further analysis.

Characterization of Complex Hydrogels
Microstructure
The microstructure of complex hydrogels with and without
added oil was visualized using an optical microscope Carl Zeiss
Axio Scope A1 (Gottingen, Germany), with a 10 and 40x
objective. The images were analyzed using software Zen 2.3
(Zeiss, Germany).
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FIGURE 1 | Process of oil addition to hydrogels formulation.

Stability Studies
Stability of formulations was evaluated by measuring the water
and oil retention of samples (hydrogels with or without oil
added). Measurement was performed in triplicate according to
the methodology proposed by Wijaya et al. (2017) and Paglarini
et al. (2018) with some modifications. The water or oil retention
was measured after 30 days of storage in a refrigerated chamber
with controlled temperature (25 ± 1◦C). Approximately 2 g of
sample were weighed in centrifuge tubes and then centrifuged
for 1 h at 2,000 rpm, and 25◦C. The total amount of water
or oil released was expressed as a percentage of the weight of
the sample.

Rheological Measurement
The rheological analysis for the pure polymeric solutions and
of hydrogels with or without added oil were carried out on an
advanced rheometer AR 1500 ex (TA Instruments, Elstree, UK),
with a stainless-steel cone-plate geometry (4 cm diameter, and
GAP of 58µm). Measurements were done in triplicate. Flow
curve measurements were performed at 25◦C, in three stages (up,
down and up) cycles, with a shear rate ranging from 0 to 300 s−1.
Viscosity was calculated as the instantaneous ratio of shear stress
and shear rate. The third flow curve data were fitted to themodels
Herschel–Bulkley fluids Equation (3).

σ = σ0 + KHB ×
(

γ n
)

(1)

Where: σ is the shear stress (Pa), σ0 the initial shear stress, γ the
shear rate (1/s), and the consistency index (KHB), as well as the
behavior index (n), are model constants.

Chocolate Production
Two formulations of dark chocolate were produced. The control
chocolate (CC) was produced with 29.5% refined sugar, 60%
natural liquor and 10% deodorized cocoa butter (IBC- Indústria
Brasileira de Cacau, SP, Brazil), 0.5% soy lecithin (Bunge
Alimentos SA, SC, Brazil). The chocolate containing hydrogel
added with canola oil was produced with the same ingredients
and quantities of CC, with 80% of the cocoa butter being
replaced by hydrogel added with canola oil, allowing a 16%
reduction in the total fat content of the formulation (Reduced
fat chocolate, RFC). CC was processed following the steps
described by Afoakwa et al. (2009) and Biswas et al. (2017). The
ingredients (sugar, cocoa liquor and cocoa butter) were mixed,
refined and conched using a Melanger Spectra 11 (Spectra, India)
equipped with two adjustable cylindrical granite stones and a
double scraper arm. The period of the process (7 h) was defined
to obtain a maximum particle size < 25µm monitored by a
digital micrometer (Mitutoyo, Japan). During this period the
temperature of the chocolate mass was close to 60◦C. After
particle size has been reached, soy lecithin was added and the
chocolate was mixed for 1 more hour. For RFC processing,
the hydrogel added with canola oil was added with the soy
lecithin after particle size has been reached and the chocolate
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was mixed for 1 additional hour. The tempering was performed
in an ACMC temper machine (model D45134, United States).
The tempering conditions were defined by pre-tests using a
ChocoMeter (AastedApS-Farum, Denmark). Temper Index of
5.0 ± 1.0 was accepted. First, the mass was completely melted
up to 40◦C, and then cooled at a rate of 2◦C min−1, until it
reached 28◦C and was kept in this condition for 10min. After this
period, the temperature has been raised to 31◦C and maintained
for 5min to allow unstable crystals melting. The chocolates were
molded in rectangular molds (18 g) and cooled in a cooling
chamber at 15◦C. Then samples were packed in aluminum paper
and stored in chambers with controlled temperature (24 ± 1◦C)
for further characterization at 1, 15, 30, 45, and 60 days of storage
(when applied).

Chocolate Characterization
Moisture Content
Evaluated by Karl Fisher method (701 KF Titrino, Metrohm,
Herisau Switzerland) (AOAC, 2016). The samples were melted
at 40◦C and then ∼0.1 g was weighed in chloroform: methanol
(1:1) solution for analysis.

Whiteness Index (WI)
A Hunterlab/ColorQuest II (Hunter Association, Inc., USA)
colorimeter was used to quantify the changes on the surface of the
chocolate samples at storage times 1, 15, 30, 45, and 60 days (11).
The equipment measured the L∗, a∗ and b∗ values for 10 times
and the tests were performed in triplicate (totalizing 30 readings
for each formulation). The values obtained were converted to
whiteness index (WI) values according to Lohman and Hartel
(1994), presented in Equation 1:

WI = 100−
[

(100− L)2 + a2 + b2
]0.5

. (2)

Microstructure
The visualization of the surface structure and cross-section
of chocolate samples was performed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), in a table-type microscope, Hitachi High
Technologies America, Inc., model TM-3000 (Japan), according
to the methodology described by Miyasaki (2013). The samples
were sectioned in the dimensions of 20× 20mm, to be observed
on the surface, as well as in the cross-section, in the Analy mode
(automatic of the equipment) with an increase of× 500,× 1,500,
and× 2,500 times.

Rheological measurements
The measurement procedure was based on the method described
by Biswas et al. (2017) with minor modifications. A Rheometer
AR 1500ex (TA Instruments, Elstree, United Kingdom) fitted
with a stainless steel flat plate geometry (4 cm in diameter) was
used. Approximately 2 g of the chocolate sample were melted at
50◦C for 1 h and were placed on a pre-heated plate with a height
of 1mm. The bottom plate temperature was adjusted to 40◦C to
prevent solidification of the fat crystals. A stepped flow procedure
was applied, increasing the shear rate logarithmically from 2 to
110 s−1. Yield stress (Pa) and viscosity (Pa.s) were measured at

65 s−1 using the Casson’s model (Equation 3) (Afoakwa et al.,
2008a).

√
τ =

√
τCA +

√
µCA.

√
γ (3)

where τ is the yield stress; τCA is the Casson yield stress; µCA is
the Casson viscosity; and γ is the shear rate.

Texture Analysis (Snap Test)
The determinations were performed according to the
methodology described by Quast et al. (2013) in a TA-XT2i
texture analyser (StableMicro Systems, Surrey, United Kingdom)
equipped with an HDP/3PB -probe. Measurements were
performed after 1, 15, 30, 45, and 60 days of storage; with 10
replicates per sample in a controlled temperature room (20
± 0.5◦C). The conditions used were: distance between bar
supports: 6 cm; pre-test speed: 3mm s−1; test speed: 1.7mm s−1;
post-test speed: 10mm s−1. The breaking force applied in the
center of the bars, expressed in kgf, was obtained from the force
vs. deformation graphs.

Melting Profile
The melting profile of dark chocolate was measured using a
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC Modulated 2920, TA
Instruments- New Castle, Delaware, USA), following the method
of Biswas et al. (2017) with minimal modifications. Two samples
of chocolate bars were randomly selected and were comminuted
and homogenized, transferring 4 ± 0.5mg of the samples to
an aluminum pan hermetically sealed, using a covered and
empty aluminum pan as a reference. When the system reached
equilibrium conditions at 20◦C, the pan was placed in the DSC
cell and the fusion thermograms were recorded by heating from
−20 to 70◦C at a rate of 5◦C/min. Each sample was analyzed
in triplicate. The initial melting temperature (Tonset), the final
temperature (Tend) and the maximum peak temperature (Tmax),
the melting enthalpy (1H) were calculated from the melting
thermogram using the DSC software.

Nutritional Profile Analysis
The gravimetric analyzes to determine the nutritional
information of the chocolate samples were carried out in
an accredited external laboratory, following the methodologies:
Protein by DUMAS (CBAA, 2013: method 45), Total Fat by acid
hydrolysis (AOCS, 2017; CBAA, 2017: method 12), Saturated Fat
and Fat Trans (AOAC, 2016), Sodium by Atomic Absorption
(CBAA, 2013: method 40) and Dietary Fiber by enzymatic-
gravimetric method (ADOLFO LUTZ, 2008), the carbohydrate
and total energy values were obtained by difference calculation.
Each analysis was performed in duplicate.

Sensory Analysis
For the sensory analysis, carried out at the Sensory Analysis
Laboratory in the Department of Food and Nutrition (School
of Food Engineer- UNICAMP), chocolate samples were labeled
with three-digit codes and, along with the questionnaire, were
given to 120 untrained evaluators with a minimum age of 18
years. Two samples were evaluated (1) control chocolate (CC)
and (2) reduced fat chocolate (RFC). The sensory attributes:
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appearance, sweetness, waxiness, general flavor, texture (snap),
mouth-feel (melting) and overall acceptability were evaluated
using a 9-point hedonic scale (9 = “extremely more intense than
I like it” to 1 = “extremely less intense than I like it”). The order
of presentation of the plates to each evaluator was different in a
random sequence. Bottled drinking water at room temperature
was also provided to clean the palate between each sample. At
the end of the test, an assessment was also made between CC and
RFC to evaluate the purchase intention using a 5-point structured
scale (1 = would certainly buy to 5 = certainly would not buy).
The assessors recorded their responses on an evaluation sheet
designed to indicate the score of the sample of each formula.

Statistical Analysis
The data were statistically analyzed by the Tukey test using
Minitab R© 18.1 Statistic (Minitab Inc., USA). Differences between
means were considered significant at a 95% confidence level (p≤
0.05). Excel Solver Microsoft 2010 R© was used for the adjustment
of the models Herschel–Bulkley Equation (1). The XLSTAT 2017
software (Addinsoft, France 2017) for Microsoft Excel was used
for data analysis and statistical solution of the results obtained in
the sensory analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optical Microscopy of Complex Hydrogels
The microstructure of complex hydrogels is shown in Figure 2,
where each micrograph corresponds to the optical image of
samples at 40x magnification. The ability of polysaccharides
to form a three-dimensional structure, independent on the
polymer ratio (25:75, 50:50, and 75:50) was observed to all
hydrogels (CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2). In particular, the
increase of the reticulation degree observed in Figure 2 can be
described in the following order: 75:25 < 50:50 < 25:75. This
behavior is in agreement with Rabelo et al. (2019), who reported
the maximal complexation of CHI with sodium alginate and
carrageenan around of 25:75 (in mass proportion) and discussed
the contribution of the electrostatic interaction and the hydrogen
bonding in the complexation of these polymers.

Still, in Figure 2, the hydrogels CHI:ALG show a more
organized structure than the other ones (CHI:CR1 and
CHI:CR2), which may be associated with the aggregation
and gel formation kinetics of these hydrogels. However, the
greater compaction of the polymeric network of CHI:CR1, when
compared with CHI:CR2 may result from the presence of an
additional sulfate group in the molecular structure of CR1
(predominance iota) in relation to CR2 (predominance kappa),
which contributes to the formation of tight binding between CHI
and CR1 (Volod’ko et al., 2016).

Water Retention
The hydrogels are materials characterized by their strong water
retention capacity, and one of the main factors that contributes
to this is the presence of hydrophilic functional groups (i.e.,
carboxyl, hydroxyl, amide and sulfonic groups) in the molecular
structure of their polymer constituents (Peppas and Khare, 1993;
Künzler, 2002). The reticulation degree, particle size and ionic
osmotic pressure are also important factors that can influence

on the water retention capacity of hydrogels (Ahmed, 2015).
Here, the water retention for CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2
in three different polymers ratio (75:25, 50:50, and 25:75) are
presented in Figure 3, where the effect of the composition and
reticulation degree of polymers in the hydrogels was observed.
In this context, CHI:CR2 formulated at a polymer ratio of 25:75
(more reticulate) presented the highest water retention among
the complex hydrogels, while CHI:CR1 presented the lower water
retention, independent of the polymer ratio (Figure 3). This
behavior is attributed to the formation of a tight binding between
CHI and CR1, as previously mentioned. These tight junctions
are associated with the formation of amorphous precipitated
structures with low solvent retention capacity (Comert et al.,
2016).

For CHI:ALG, the change in the polymer ratio from 50:50
to 25:75 increases the reticulation degree and the firmness of
hydrogel (Figure 4), but has no significant effect on the water
retention (Figure 3).

The greater water retention of both hydrogels obtained at a
polymer ratio of 25:75 (Figure 3) is in agreement with the more
reticulated network structure presented by these formulations
(Section Optical microscopy of complex hydrogels, Figure 2).
Those results are in accordance with the profile presented in
Figure 4, where the samples were inverted to observe the phase
separation of hydrogels before centrifugation. The hydrogels
75:25 and 50:50 flowed into the mouth of the bottle, while the
formulations 25:75 remained (totally or partially) in the base of
the bottle, indicating the formation of a gel-like state. All these
results contributed to the hydrogels obtained at a polymer ratio
of 25:75 to be selected to continue this study.

Oil Retention
The oil retention of formulations after 30 days of storage at
25 ± 1◦C is shown in Figure 5. Samples with 80% of CO
(canola oil) showed bigger oil release, while formulations with
50% CO presented oil retention higher than 80% for CHI:ALG
and CHI:CR2. The greatest oil retention was observed for
CHI:CR2 (99.83%), CHI:ALG (98.63%), and CHI:CR1 (85.58
%), respectively, both with 20% of canola oil. This result is
important to exemplify that hydrogels based on polysaccharides
without interfacial activity cannot retain large oil amounts in
their structure, hampering the formulation of structured oils. On
the other hand, the results still reached a good oil trap, which is
attributed to the addition of lecithin (1%).

The formulations CHI:ALG and CHI:CR2 promoted oil
retention higher than 98%. The best performance of these
formulations when compared with the CHI:CR1 can be
also attributed to the tight binding between CHI and CR1,
which may not be favorable for the oil entrapped into the
polysaccharides complexes.

In Figure 6 the microstructure of the hydrogel with 20% of
canola oil is shown. The micrograph corresponds to the optical
projection of the sample at 10 and 40 x magnifications. The
CHI:ALG presented a more organized 3D structure, allowing
more uniform oil droplets trapping. CHI:CR2 shows a large
number of oil droplets trapped in its polymeric structure when
compared with CHI:CR1, but the way oil was trapped in the
polymer network was similar. However, it is known that in
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FIGURE 2 | Optical micrograph of the complexes CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2 at different polymer ratio (75:25, 50:50, and 25:75).

order to achieve effective steric stabilization with for good oil
entrapment, the size and structure of the carbohydrate play
an important role. Small sugar molecules or low molecular
weight polysaccharides are not as effective as high molecular
weight or branched molecules (Wong et al., 2011). Presumably,
the polysaccharides complex’ steric properties to produce oil
entrapment has an important contribution in preventing the
oil release of all these formulations. These polysaccharide
molecules could provide an additional steric barrier between
the emulsion droplets when the complex is adsorbed at
emulsion interfaces.

Rheological Measurement
Steady-state flow analysis was performed to investigate the
apparent viscosity of polysaccharides (dispersion), conventional
hydrogels and hydrogel with added oil, in which the HB model
showed high correlations for all samples (R2 > 98%).

For polysaccharides dispersions at 2% (w/w), the initial
shear stress values (σo) were zero for CHI and ALG, but 2.71
for CR1 and 44.45 for CR2, indicating the necessity of an

initial force for the CR1 and CR2 dispersions to begin to flow
(Table 1). The flow behavior index (n) is related to the shear-
thinning or elastic behavior. All dispersions presented shear-
thinning behavior with a significant difference in the n values
between them. CHI with n = 0.816 is the closest one to the
Newtonian behavior (n = 1), coinciding with that reported
by Shepherd et al. (1997), and the CR2 is the most shear-
thinning system. The consistency index (k) has a relationship
with viscosity. It can be observed that the higher the k value,
the higher the σo and the apparent viscosity, and the lower
the n value, characterizing the CR2 dispersion as the more
structured dispersion.

Each dispersion’s characteristics may have influenced on all
hydrogels’ behavior stabilized by electrostatic complexes of CHI
(cationic) with ALG, CR1, or CR2 (anionic). The increase in CHI
concentration in the hydrogel increases the n value, resulting
in softer complex hydrogels. In the CHI:CR1 (25:75), it was
impossible to perform the test on the parameters determined
for this rheological analysis, reminding that it was the hydrogel
that showed the least stability (compared with CHI:ALG and
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FIGURE 3 | Water retention of the complex hydrogels (CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2) at different polymer ratios (75:25, 50:50, and 25:75). Different uppercase

letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same complex at different polymer ratios. Different lowercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05)

in the same polymer ratio of different Complexes.

FIGURE 4 | Visual image of complex hydrogels (CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2) at different polymer ratios (75:25, 50:50, and 25:75).

CHI:CR2 at 25:75). Only the hydrogel at CHI:CR2 25:75
showed σo (19.55 Pa) and the lower n value, presenting similar
characteristics with the CR2 dispersion.

Additionally, both the hydrogel (with or without oil)
formulated with CHI:CR2 at 25:75 ratio have the lower n among
all formulations and apparent viscosity (∼ 0.240 Pa.s), indicating
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FIGURE 5 | Oil retention of polysaccharides complexes (CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2) at three different percentages of canola oil (80, 50, and 20%) in the

formulation. Different uppercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same formulation at different oil ratio. Different lowercase letters indicate a

significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same oil ratio in different formulations.

FIGURE 6 | Optical micrograph of CHI:ALG, CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2 (polymer ratio = 25:75) with 20% w/w of canola oil.
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TABLE 1 | Rheological parameters (HB model) and apparent viscosity at a shear rate of 300 s−1 (η(300)) of pure materials (2% w/v), complex hydrogels (CHI:ALG,

CHI:CR1, and CHI:CR2) at different polymer ratios (75:25, 50:50, and 25:75), and hydrogels (CHI:ALG 25:75; CHI:CR1 25:75, and CHI:CR2 25:75) with 20% of canola oil.

Pure material σo k n R2 (%) η(300) (Pa.s)

CHI 0.00 ± 0.00c 0.548 ± 0.001c 0.816 ± 0.003a 99.98 0.190 ± 0.014c

ALG 0.00 ± 0.00c 4.959 ± 0.074c 0.593 ± 0.001b 99.83 0.475 ± 0.007b

CR1 2.708 ± 0.252b 15.537 ± 1.874b 0.380 ± 0.021d 99.93 0.452 ± 0.082b

CR2 44.446 ± 5.401a 44.463 ± 5.454a 0.206 ± 0.003c 99.82 0.620 ± 0.068a

Hydrogel σo k n R2 (%) η(300)(Pa.s)

CHI:ALG 75:25 0.00 ± 0.00 5.661 ± 0.968b 0.579 ± 0.009a 99.98 0.505 ± 0.062b

CHI:ALG 50:50 0.00 ± 0.00 14.918 ± 1.044a 0.495 ± 0.006b 99.99 0.738 ± 0.040ab

CHI:ALG 25:75 0.00 ± 0.00 18.034 ± 3.831a 0.473 ± 0.003c 99.92 0.993 ± 0.172a

CHI:CR1 75:25 0.00 ± 0.00 0.433 ± 0.195b 0.825 ± 0.102a 99.74 0.151 ± 0.025c

CHI:CR1 50:50 0.00 ± 0.00 0.905 ± 0.101b 0.614 ± 0.021b 99.93 0.099 ± 0.007c

CHI:CR1 25:75 – – – – –

CHI:CR2 75:25 0.00 ± 0.00 0.723 ± 0.185b 0.776 ± 0.047a 99.92 0.203 ± 0.012c

CHI:CR2 50:50 0.00 ± 0.00 3.915 ± 0.195b 0.434 ± 0.003b 99.86 0.153 ± 0.005c

CHI:CR2 25:75 19.550 ± 3.842 43.753 ± 9.415a 0.240 ± 0.004c 99.67 0.631 ± 0.237b

Hydrogel with 20% of oil σo k n R2 (%) η(300)(Pa.s)

CHI:ALG 25:75 9.333 ± 3.214b 4.958 ± 0.073c 0.593 ± 0.001a 99.99 0.537 ± 0.031a

CHI:CR1 25:75 20.584 ± 2.401a 15.946 ± 0.499b 0.287 ± 0.027b 99.96 0.286 ± 0.012b

CHI:CR2 25:75 23.455 ± 3.858a 21.036 ± 0.925a 0.246 ± 0.001c 94.71 0.246 ± 0.034b

Different letters in the same column indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same assay. k: consistency index (Pa.sn ). n: flow index.

a greater variation in viscosity with an increasing shear rate. This
may be related to the breakdown of structure and reordering of
the tangled units through the dynamic shear forces (Patel et al.,
2013). Analyzing the hydrogels with added oil, it is possible to
observe that when the water concentration decreases, the σo
increases significantly and the k decreases compared with the
values of their respective hydrogels. For this reason, hydrogels
with 20% of canola oil have a more coherent structure, requiring
greater force to begin to flow.

Most processes in the food industry use shear rate values
between 300 and 500 s−1 (Steffe, 1996); for this reason,
a shear rate of 300 s−1 was considered to measure the
apparent viscosity of hydrogels with or without oil (Table 1),
once the fabrication of a low saturated fat chocolate-based
product with similar flow behavior could be feasible under the
formulation conditions used in this study. Complex hydrogels
with CHI:ALG and CHI:CR2 presented the biggest apparent
viscosity values, especially at a polymer ratio of 25:75, with
an apparent viscosity of 0.993 Pa.s for CHI:ALG and 0.631 Pa.s
for CHI:CR2. These values were significantly higher than the
ones observed for the pure polymers or in hydrogels containing
canola oil. CHI:CR2 with added oil presented an apparent
viscosity of 0.246 Pa.s, lower than respective formulations
CHI:ALG (0.537 Pa.s) and CHI:CR1 (0.286 Pa.s), but presenting
the biggest σo (23.45 Pa), being the formulation with the more
coherent structure.

A relationship between the microstructure and the rheological
parameters of the hydrogels with oil was observed since the more
organized the structure, the higher the viscosity and n value, and
the lower the σo (CHI:ALG 25:75). It is possible that stronger
gelling effects have occurred in CR1 and CR2 than in ALG,
resulting in the n and σo observed values, and the difference

TABLE 2 | Whiteness index of chocolate samples during the stability study

(samples stored at 24 ± 1◦C).

Time (days) Chocolate

CC RFC

1 17.18 ± 0.18cA 16.74 ± 0.43bA

15 18.31 ± 0.99cA 18.94 ± 0.83abA

30 18.84 ± 0.54bcA 19.27 ± 0.45abA

45 20.26 ± 0.54abA 19.36 ± 0.51aA

60 20.67 ± 0.89aA 20.78 ± 0.57aA

Control Chocolate (CC) and Reduced Fat Chocolate (RFC).

Different uppercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same column.

Different lowercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same line.

in the apparent viscosity could be related to the possible
free oil observed in the CR1 and CR2 micrographs; however,
the thickening and gelling properties of these polysaccharides
avoided the oil expulsion.

This study considered the values obtained from water
retention and oil retention to choose the formulation CHI:CR2
for application in chocolate. Future applications may also be
evaluated for the use of alginate-based hydrogels, which also
showed excellent performance.

Chocolate
Particle Size, Tempering Index and Moisture Content

of Chocolate
The average particle size obtained for the control chocolate (CC)
and reduced fat chocolate (RFC) was 22.7 ± 3.71 and 24.4 ±
5.82µm, respectively. The temper index was 4.13 ± 0.50 (CC)
and 4.57 ± 1.25 (RFC), within the recommended range for
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appropriately tempered chocolates. The moisture content was
2.12%± 0.04 (CC) and 2.07%± 0.05 (RFC). The results indicate
suitable processing conditions, without significant differences
(p ≤ 0.05) between treatments by the Tukey test at 95%
confidence level.

Whiteness Index
The whiteness index correlates the variations in the reflected light
with the development of fat bloom. The manifestation of white,
gray spots and loss of characteristic luster of chocolate, due to
the formation of crystals extended to the surface, causes diffusion
in the reflection of light, thus interfering in the colorimetry of
chocolate (Bricknell and Hartel, 1998).

The values obtained for theWhiteness Index (WI –Whiteness
Index) of CC and RFC formulations after 1, 15, 30, 45, and 60
days of storage at 24 ± 1◦C under controlled conditions, are
shown inTable 2, observing that there was a significant difference
through the storage time between the samples. If the means
and deviations between the formulations were evaluated, it can
be noticed that there was no significant difference between the
two formulations. There was a change in WI over time, but
this change has not been caused necessarily by the presence of
canola oil.

Microstructure
Themicrostructural analysis of the CC and RFC samples (surface
and cross-section) at 1st storage day is shown in Figure 7. A
more irregular surface can be observed for CC, while RFC
presented a smoother surface (A3, C3). This suggests a uniform
spatial distribution of numerous stable β polymorph crystals in a
network with well-defined crystalline connections, characteristic
of chocolates with good temper (Afoakwa et al., 2009). The cross-
sectional image of chocolate formulated with hydrogels (D1, D2
and D3) also showed apparently encapsulated structures, which
may be related to the particles of structured oil drops dispersed
in the chocolate, but we assumed that there is no homogeneous
distribution throughout the sample. Similar structures were
reported by Skelhon et al. (2013) who replaced 50% cocoa
butter content with 2% agar microgels (containing 20% of
sunflower oil).

Figure 8 shows the presence of small dots or circular white
spots that are not homogeneous and without a defined shape
(A1, C2) giving the appearance of marble on the surface, and on
the other hand, small “needles” can be seen in micrographs E2
and E3, which may be related to the formation of new crystals,
referring to 60 days of storage. In RFC samples, small holes
were observed on the surface (Figure 8; C1, C2, and C3). The
encapsulated structures found in micrographs H1 and H2 appear
to be rougher compared to the cross-sectional images of Figure 7
(D1, D2, and D3).

On the other hand, comparing sections A1 and A2 with C1
and C2 in Figure 7, we observe that in RFC, there is apparently
a “covering” effect at the surface, perhaps due to the presence of
fat substitutes. But when we look closer (amplification x2.5K), we
do not see much difference between the CC and RFC samples.
In Figure 8, this “covering” effect provided by fat substitutes
is clearer and this probably contributed positively to avoid the

unwanted visual changes caused by the polymorphic transition
from β5 to β6 that occurs with storage. Furthermore, if we
compare Figure 8, B3 with D3, we notice that the presence of fat
substitutes did not cause considerable changes internally to the
chocolate, but only at its surface.

In Figure 8 (A2, A3) needle-like crystals are observed,
according to Rousseau; Smith (2008); crystals already present if
the food of triacylglycerols in liquid form forming needle-like
crystals that emerge on the chocolate surface, so that changes can
be observed with the naked eye on the chocolate surface. On the
other hand, in regular chocolate, the existing crystals will feed
on the available liquid state triglycerides, leading to large needles
that extend outside the surface. Although different in appearance
and in the flowering and kinetic path of fat, both solid and filled
chocolates will appear flowery to the naked eye.

However, further studies using Scanning Electron
Microscopy, for a better visualization and X-Ray Diffraction
to understand the polymorphic forms of the lipid phase could
contribute to a better understanding of the influence of the
substitution of part of the chocolate cocoa butter by the
hydrogels with 20% of canola oil.

Rheological Analyses
Yield stress parameters and plastic viscosity are shown in Table 3.
It can be seen that the plastic viscosity of the RFC formulation
was greater than CC for all the evaluated conditions. However,
the values found for both formulations remained within the
range that covers the vast majority of commercial chocolates,
from 2 to 4 Pa.s (Beckett, 2009). The differences between the
formulations are possibly related with the reduction of the fat
content (16%) for RFC. Industrial-scale processing, as well as
the use of emulsifiers, can reduce differences in the rheological
properties of the formulations.

The CC yield stress did not show significant variations on day
1 and 45 of storage, but at 60 days of storage, the CC yield stress
got a significant increase maintaining a more coherent profile
compared with the RFC, always showing higher values than the
CC. The flow limit is affected by the particle-particle interaction,
the quantity and specific surface area of the particles, emulsifiers
and moisture content (Do et al., 2007; Ashrafie et al., 2014). The
trend observed for the flow limit between treatments may be the
result of changes caused by the increase in total solids content
together with the reduction of the fatty phase in chocolate in RFC.

Plastic viscosity is always higher in RFC (values from 2.02
to 3.06 Pa.s) than in CC (between 1.57 and 1.95 Pa.s), and
decreases in both treatments through the storage time. The
effect of the fat is proportionally bigger for the plastic viscosity
than for the yield stress. For example, the extra fat in the
CC is added to the free fat molecules and this causes the
particles, when they flow, to stick together. This free fat has
a great effect on the flow lubrication when it occurs and
then the plastic viscosity decreases (Ashrafie et al., 2014). And
even with these differences found between treatments, very
similar values to those reported in the literature were obtained
(Lee et al., 2009; Skelhon et al., 2013).
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FIGURE 7 | Optical micrograph of control chocolates (CC) and reduced fat chocolate (RFC): Surface (A,C); Cross section (B,D) in three different increments 500 ×
(1), 1,500 × (2), and 2,500 × (3) on day 1 of storage.
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FIGURE 8 | Optical micrograph of control chocolates (CC) and reduced fat chocolate (RFC): Surface (A,C); Cross section (B,D) in three different increments 500 ×
(1), 1,500 × (2), and 2,500 × (3) on day 60 of storage.

Texture (Snap Test)
The tension and breaking strength of the CC and RFC is shown
in Table 4 after 1, 15, 30, 45, and 60 days of storage at 24 ± 1◦C.

We can observe that the values of tension and force decreased, in
both formulations, according to the storage time. After 60 days
of monitoring, we can see that the CC had greater variations
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TABLE 3 | Yield stress (τCA) and plastic viscosity (µCA) of the control chocolate (CC) and reduced fat chocolate (RFC) obtained by the Casson model.

Times (days) τCA Yield stress (Pa) µCA Plastic viscosity (Pa.s)

CC RFC CC RFC

1 2.246 ± 0.149bB 6.263 ± 0.863aA 1.952 ± 0.007aB 3.064 ± 0.274aA

15 2.130 ± 0.027bB 5.644 ± 0.732aA 1.838 ± 0,081abB 2.920 ± 0.093aA

30 2.014 ± 0.026bB 5.075 ± 0.289abA 1.737 ± 0.095bcB 3.096 ± 0.047aA

45 1.927 ± 0.002bB 4.890 ± 0.705abA 1.685 ± 0.007bcB 2.881 ± 0.329aA

60 3.185 ± 0.511aA 3.384 ± 0.053bA 1.578 ± 0.104cB 2.026 ± 0.070bA

Different lowercase letters indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05) in the same line at the same storage time (1, 15, 30, 46 e 60 days).

Different capital letters indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05) between CC and RFC formulations at the same storage time.

in tension (from 2.17 to 1.17 kgf/cm2) and breaking strength
(from 44.32 to 20.87N) with significant differences in 15–60 days
of storage. On the other hand, RFC, even though the values
decreased from 1.95 to 1.46 kgf/cm2 and 45.29 to 32.12 did not
present significant differences.

The values obtained coincide with those reported for
chocolates with partial substitution of cocoa butter by alternative
fats such as Cocoa Butter Substitute (CBS) (Biswas et al., 2017),
and Cocoa Butter Replacer (CBR) (Quast et al., 2013). The
different concentrations of cocoa butter have not been shown
to influence the mechanical strength of chocolate in the two
formulations, despite the differences found in the treatments.
Afoakwa et al. (2009) mention that the force necessary to
penetrate the chocolate is dependent on the interaction that exists
between the particles; this interaction is a result of the particle size
in the chocolate and also the type and quantity of fat.

Melting Point
The study of the melting profile of chocolate allows assume
about melting characteristics in the mouth of this product when
consumed. According to Clercq et al. (2014), the melting profile
of dark chocolate should have a narrow melting peak, leading to
a rapid melting at 37◦C (body temperature), producing a feeling
of freshness and softness in the mouth. This is also related to
the type of polymorphic shape of the crystals formed during
tempering. Table 5 shows the thermodynamic data obtained by
DSC for the CC and RFC samples, after periodic monitoring
for 60 days. The parameters for the evaluation of the melting
properties were Tonset (temperature at which the corresponding
crystalline form starts to melt), Tend (temperature at which the
sample liquefaction is completed), 1Hmelt (amount of energy
required for the complete sample fusion) and Tmax (temperature
at which maximum melting occurs) (Afoakwa et al., 2009).

The CC had the highest crystallization temperature on the
30th (30.83◦C) and the lowest on the 60th day of storage
(27.02◦C); this behavior was also observed at the maximum
melting temperature (Tmax) with values between 31.78 and
34.18◦C. In RFC, there is a slight variation in the values of
Tonset and Tmax, but there is no significant difference with
time. At the final sample liquefaction temperatures (Tend),
there were significant variations with values between 36.81 and
38.47◦C through the storage times. The values obtained are
slightly higher than the results presented by Afoakwa et al.

(2008b); they carried out tests using DSC for chocolates with
different levels of lecithin and fat, but with a total cocoa butter
content above 34%, obtaining melting curves for maximum
peak temperatures in the range of 32.3–32.5◦C. Some authors
comment that the specific solid-solid transition to a higher stable
crystal structure formation culminates in the development of fat
bloom (Lonchampt and Hartel, 2004), and as a consequence,
consumers of chocolate need to spend more time for complete
melting under the temperature of the mouth (Rousseau, 2007).
It can be assumed that this is related to the composition
of chocolate. In this case, RFC produced from the CHI:CR2
complex with 20% CO needs a higher temperature to reach the
final melting point during storage. It was noted that the enthalpy
value increases, with a significant difference, during the storage
time from 28.33 J/g on day 1 to 48.65 J/g on day 60, the last
one showing the greatest stability due to greater energy adsorbed
in the fusion process. Moreover, we observe that the addition
of hydrogels with canola oil, in the melting enthalpy values,
was initially lower in relation to CC. At the end of the stability
evaluation period, it was higher, indicating the polymorphic
transition tomore stable crystal forms, which coincides with what
is displayed in Figures 7, 8.

In general, a very similar behavior can be observed between
CC and RFC, without a significant difference in the parameters
Tonset, Tmax, Tend. These three temperatures are related to the
type of crystal and themelting properties, whichmay be the result
of the polymorphic stabilization of chocolates. It is interesting
to note that the standard deviation of the enthalpy of fusion is
higher compared to other parameters. Literature reported that
depending on the crystallization technique, a greater distribution
of different polymorphic forms in the fat matrix may occur,
which would result in less dense and heterogeneous crystalline
fat structures. As a result, this variability in polymorphism and
heterogeneous crystals would be reflected in the variation found
in the fusion parameters (Svanberg et al., 2011). This does not
mean that variations observed for RFC reflect a negative effect
compared to CC, but possibly CC takes less time to reach stability
in the first moment.

Nutritional Profile Analysis
The nutritional information of the two chocolate formulations
(control chocolate and modified chocolate) is shown in Table 6.
The values obtained from the energy value (523.3 Kcal/100 g)
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TABLE 4 | Breaking stress (kgf cm-2) and breaking strength (N) of control chocolate bars (CC) and reduced fat chocolate (RFC).

Times (days) Breaking strength (N) Breaking stress (kgfcm−2)

CC RFC CC RFC

1 44.32 ± 12.97aA 45.29 ± 4.24aA 2.17 ± 0.40aA 1.95 ± 0.13aA

15 27.84 ± 6.30bcA 27.46 ± 4.51bA 1.48 ± 0.22bcA 1.22 ± 0.13bA

30 25.54 ± 3.96bcB 31.68 ± 4.60bA 1.40 ± 0.17bcB 1.39 ± 0.13bA

45 36.12 ± 12.71abA 33.67 ± 6.47bA 1.82 ± 0.37abA 1.54 ± 0.20bA

60 20.87 ± 5.10cB 32.12 ± 7.15bA 1.17± 0.18cB 1.46 ± 0.25bA

Different lowercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same line in the same storage time (1, 15, 30, 46 e 60 days).

Different uppercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) between CC and RFC formulations in the same storage time.

TABLE 5 | Overview of the melting profile of control chocolate (CC) and modified chocolate (RFC).

Times (days) Tonset (
◦C) Tmax (◦C) Tend (◦C) 1T (◦C) 1H (J/g)

CC

1 29.73 ± 0.67abA 32.79 ± 0.35bcA 36.95 ± 0.96aA 7.21 ± 1.03bcA 40.32 ± 5.53aA

15 29.62 ± 2.46abA 32.48 ± 0.81bcA 36.45 ± 0.78aA 6.83 ± 1.69cA 45.76 ± 1.47aA

30 30.83 ± 1.66aA 34.18 ± 0.14aA 38.04 ± 0.37aA 7.22 ± 1.40bcA 37.47 ± 7.22aA

45 28.21 ± 0.56abA 33.50 ± 0.49abA 38.23 ± 0.78aA 10.02 ± 0.65abA 44.64 ±3.28aA

60 27.02 ± 0.08bA 31.78 ± 0.08cA 37.43 ± 0.28aA 10.41 ± 0.33aA 40.94 ±4.24aB

Times (days) Tonset (
◦C) Tmax (◦C) Tend (◦C) 1T (◦C) 1H (J/g)

RFC

1 29.83 ± 1.56aA 33.25 ± 0.24aA 36.81 ± 0.59bA 8.12 ± 1.15bA 28.33 ± 2.54cB

15 27.23 ± 0.68aA 31.88 ± 0.64aA 37.95 ± 0.42abA 9.58 ± 0.79abA 37.39 ± 2.71bB

30 29.72 ± 1.40aA 33.08 ± 0.81aA 38.15 ± 0.40abA 8.43 ± 1.20bA 36.17 ± 1.48bA

45 28.82 ± 0.23aA 33.31 ± 0.07aA 38.47 ± 0.46aA 9.65 ± 0.31abA 38.07 ± 2.14bB

60 27.47 ± 0.63aA 33.11 ± 1.03aA 38.47 ± 0.95aA 11.01 ± 0.74aA 48.65 ± 1.31aA

Different lowercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) in the same line in the same storage time (1, 15, 30, 46 e 60 days).

Different uppercase letters indicate a significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) between CC and RFC formulations in the same storage time.

and total fat value (36.8 g/100 g) of the modified chocolate are
slightly lower than the control. This was an expected result, due
to the partial substitution of cocoa butter in the final product.
On the other hand, modified chocolate is the one that presents a
higher value of sodium content (38.0 mg/kg) and carbohydrates
(38.2 g/100 g), possibly due to the influence of polysaccharides
(included in the carbohydrates group), and the lower saturated
fat of RFC than CC. Even with these slight differences, RFC has
a caloric and fat reduction advantage in the nutritional profile,
and above all the decrease of 4.4 g of saturated fat corresponding
to 16% less than the control chocolate. This makes it a final
product with an interesting nutritional profile to be explored in
the healthier market for the consumer, with a low content of
saturated fat.

Sensory Evaluation
Figure 9 presents the results from the sensory evaluation of CC
and RFC. There was no significant difference (p ≤ 0.05) between
CC and RFC regarding the appearance and flavor (cocoa and fat
aroma). For all of the attributes evaluated, average values between
6.39 and 7.40 were obtained, indicating on the hedonic scale

that most tasters defined that they “liked the chocolates a little”
and “liked the chocolates a lot” (numerical values between 6 and
8). This result is considered good, indicating that addition of
hydrogels with 20% of canola oil did not influence the sensory
acceptance of chocolate.

On the other hand, the results show that the attributes
of sweetness, and mainly mouthfeel, were the most affected
by the partial substitution of cocoa butter proposed in
this work. Values for both attributes present significant
differences. Among the total number of evaluators,
47% would certainly buy CC and 40% would certainly
buy RFC.

However, although there is a significant difference in the
general impression of the different treatments, this difference was
not very large, considering that RFC is a “new” product, so it is
interesting to study attributes that are the most affected in the
technological process, such as the melting, and which represent
a significantly greater difference for the consumer, compared
to CC.

It should be noted that the results presented are only the result
of the sensory evaluation of the products attributes (color, aroma,
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TABLE 6 | Comparison of the nutritional profile of control chocolate (CC) with

reduced fat chocolate (RFC).

Nutritional information Value/100 g Dark chocolate 70%

CC RFC

Energetic value** (kJ) 2,304.3 2,189.5

Calories (Kcal) 550.7 523.3

Carbohydrates** (g) 34.8 38.2

Protein (g) 9.6 9.8

Total fat (g) 41.5 36.8

Saturated fat (g) 27.1 22.7

Fat trans (g) 0.0 0.0

Dietary fiber (g) 9.5 10.4

Sodium (mg/kg) 23.0 38.0

** Values obtained by Calculations.

FIGURE 9 | Sensory evaluation of the attributes of — control chocolate (CC)

and −−− reduced fat chocolate (RFC).

taste, and texture); therefore, they are not decisive in defining the
purchase intention of the product. In addition to the fundamental
role of sensory properties, there are other factors, such as type
of consumer, packaging, messages on labels (for example: health
benefits, absence of additives, traditional and distinct production)
and, to a large extent, price (Carneiro et al., 2005; Haddad et al.,
2007).

CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated that polymeric materials such as sodium
alginate and carrageenans for the production of complex
hydrogels with chitosan allow obtaining cross-linked systems
to form a 3D structure with good physical stability, using
polysaccharides without emulsifying properties. However, due
to the fact that these polymers do not have an active surface,
the systems cannot retain large amounts of oil. Nevertheless,
the oil retention in hydrogels CHI:ALG (25:75) and CHI:CR2
(25:75) with 20% of canola oil was considered effective. CHI:CR2
hydrogel with 20% of canola oil was used as a partial substitute
for cocoa fat in the formulation of 70% dark chocolate with a
reduction of 16% of saturated fat in the final product (compared
to control). Also, a technical differential for chocolate production
was the “covering” effect observed with the reformulation of
chocolate, which brings positive contributions to avoid the
unwanted visual changes caused by the polymorphic transition of
the β5 to β6 crystals that occurs with storage. We hope that these
findings generate great interest in the polymeric materials used in
this study, due to the natural, non-toxic, and food-grade nature,
which guarantees greater exploration, as a strategy for structuring
foods with lower fat content.
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